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The Wide Field-of-View Cherenkov Telescope Array (WFCTA) and the Water Cherenkov Detector
Array (WCDA) of LHAASO are designed to work in combination for measuring the energy spectra of the
cosmic ray species over a very wide energy range from a few TeV to 10 PeV. The energy calibration can be
achieved with a proven technique of measuring the westward shift of the Moon shadow cast by galactic
cosmic rays due to the geomagnetic field. This deflection angle Δ is inversely proportional to the cosmic
ray rigidity. The precise measurement of the shifts by WCDA allows us to calibrate its energy scale for
energies as high as 35 TeV. Through a set of commonly triggered events, the energy scales can be
propagated to WFCTA. The energies of the events can be derived both by WCDA-1 and WFCTAwith the
median energies 23.4� 0.1� 1.3 TeV and (21.9� 0.1 TeV), respectively, which are consistent within
uncertainties. In addition, the propagation of the energy scale is also validated by the Moon shadow based
on the same data selection criteria of the commonly triggered events. This paper reports, for the first time,
an observational measurement of the absolute energy scale of the primary cosmic rays generating showers
observed by air Cherenkov telescopes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.104.062007

I. INTRODUCTION

Cosmic ray experiments based on the extensive air
shower (EAS) technique usually feature different types
of ground-based detectors, such as a scintillation
counter array, water Cherenkov detectors, or imaging air
Cherenkov telescopes, each measuring shower properties in
different ways. A combination of those measurements

using different techniques will provide a rather full obser-
vation of the shower development in the atmosphere, thus a
good measurement of the shower energy and the primary
composition of incident cosmic ray particle, if the muon
content is also measured. The Large High Altitude Air
Shower Observatory (LHAASO) is such a hybrid detector
array for the purpose of charged cosmic ray measurements.
It has an advantage of cross-checking the shower energy
measurements between the different ways by using differ-
ent detector components of the array. In cosmic ray studies,
it is also important the possibility of propagating the
absolute energy from lower energies, at which the calibra-
tions are done usually, to higher energies, e.g., the “knee”
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region. In direct cosmic ray measurements with single
detector in space, the calibration can be performed before
launch at CERN with the 350 GeV proton beam. For
ground-based array of detectors and telescopes, there is no
artificial test beam for the calibration. Therefore, it is
mandatory to establish a way to calibrate the shower
energy measurement directly using cosmic ray data. It is
a nontrivial task, however, it has been done by many
experiments, such as ARGO-YBJ [1], that successfully
calibrated their energy scale by using the Moon shadow of
cosmic rays, that is the deficit of cosmic rays blocked by the
Moon as it moves inside the field of view (FoV) of the
detectors. The Moon shadow can be used as a test beam
because of the energy dependent deflection of cosmic rays
in the geomagnetic field (GMF) [2] that shifts the Moon
shadow on the ground with respect to the Moon real
position. The displacement of the shadow is clearly
dependent on the cosmic ray rigidity and is also dependent
on the knowledge of the cosmic ray composition. Given the
strength of GMF, this method is only available below tens
of TeV because the shift becomes so small at higher
energies that cannot be measured. Below 100 TeV,
CREAM [3] and DAMPE [4,5] have measured the fluxes
of protons, Helium nuclei and other light components. The
measurements of CREAM and DAMPE enable the
LHAASO experiment to calibrate its absolute energy scale
with a small systematic uncertainty caused by the compo-
sitions. For the Wide Field-of-view Cherenkov Telescope
Array (WFCTA), the faint Cherenkov light is overwhelmed
by moonlight, and cannot be detected near the direction of
the Moon. The WFCTA energy scale is then impossible to
be directly calibrated with this method. However, the Water
Cherenkov Detector Array (WCDA) is suitable to be
calibrated by using the Moon shadow shifts. The calibrated
energy scale at as high as possible energies has to be
propagated to WFCTA by means of crossing calibration
between the arrays. In this paper, we present the results of
measurement of the energy scale using one of the ponds of
WCDA, denoted as WCDA-1, and the propagation of the
energy scale to WFCTA, which is the core detector array
responsible to the energy reconstruction in the hybrid
measurements of the spectra of cosmic rays in a higher
energy range in which the knees locate.
WCDA has a detection threshold of about 1 TeV for

charged cosmic rays [6,7]. It has measured the Moon
shadow shifts as a function of Nhit as shown in Fig. 1. Here,
Δ is the displacement of the centroid of the deficits of
cosmic rays in the Moon shadow from the real position of
the Moon and Nhit is the number of triggered detector units
with trigger time within 30 ns from the conical front of a
shower. To accurately measure the location of the Moon
shadow, we need a reconstruction of arrival directions of
showers at certain resolution which is described in Ref. [7].
Second, we need sufficient statistics for a well-established
shadow of the Moon, namely the significance of the Moon

shadow for each Nhit group is required to be greater than
10σ. The measured deflection can be clearly seen as large
as 3.5° for small showers and less than 0.3° for large
showers with more than 200 hits. The displacements can be
approximated by the simple form Δ ¼ p0 · Np1

hit , where
p0 ¼ −39.2� 2.9 and p1 ¼ −0.939� 0.028. For small
showers, the energy is estimated using Nhit as described in
Ref. [7] for gamma-rays below 12 TeV. At the same time,
the shadow shift can be evaluated using a ray tracing
algorithm with a detailed GMF model [2] and for given
cosmic ray compositions, i.e., a mixture with different
ratios of protons and Helium nuclei as a function of their
energies. Using a detailed simulation of shower develop-
ment and detector responses, one can reproduce the form of
Δ vs Nhit in principle, thus establish a correlation between
Nhit and shower primary energy. However, in this paper, we
choose not to do so, but only focus on the high energy
showers with at least Nhit > 200, because the charged
cosmic ray measurements will be done mainly above
100 TeV. This requires the calibration at energies as high
as possible. The other reason of the choice of the high
energy range is that the WCDA response to showers
becomes simple because those showers are far above the
trigger threshold, thus minimizing the systematic issues
such as the composition and hadronic interaction models in
the simulation. However, at such high energies, Nhit is no
longer to be suitable as the shower energy estimator
because of the natural saturation effect due to the limits
of the total number of units in the pond [7]. In this paper we
use the total number of recorded photoelectrons in an event,
Npe as the energy estimator for showers above 6 TeV, at
which no absolute energy calibration has been done before
by any experiment.
WFCTA measures the Cherenkov light generated by

secondary particles produced in the atmosphere. By
imaging the whole shower development, the accumulated
Cherenkov light generated since the beginning of the
shower are measured. The shower energy and the
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FIG. 1. The displacement of the Moon shadow from the real
direction of the Moon as a function of Nhit.
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atmospheric depth at which the shower reaches the maxi-
mum can be derived from the image. However, there is no
direct absolute calibration method for the telescopes. In this
paper, we present a propagation of the energy scale
measured by WCDA to WFCTA by means of a commonly
triggered cosmic ray events. Due to the area of the mirrors
of each telescope is about 5 m2, the energy threshold of
WFCTA is higher than that of WCDA, only events with
energies above 15 TeV can be used for this cross-calibra-
tion. At such high energies, the real challenge lies in the
fact that the shift of the Moon shadow becomes small and,
at the same time, the number of events for this measurement
decreases with energy as well. Therefore, at this early stage
of the LHAASO experiment, it is found that the limited
statistics is the dominant uncertainty in this calibration
procedure. Clearly, accumulating data over time, the
statistical error will be reduced until it becomes less
important than the systematic uncertainties due to the
unknown composition of the cosmic rays and the hadronic
interaction models used to simulate showers. The overall
uncertainty of the energy scale should become lower than
10% after four years of observation.
We briefly describe the detectors in the LHAASO

Observatory in Sec. II of this paper. In Sec. III, we discuss
how the energy scale for WCDA-1 is established using the
Moon shadow shift measurements for energies above
6 TeV, including the definition of a suitable energy
estimator and the ray-tracing calculation. The uncertainties
of the energy scale are also discussed in this section.
How the WCDA-1 energy scale is propagated to

WFCTA for calibrating the reconstruction of shower
energies is described in Sec. IV. We described how to
select the set of commonly triggered events, how well the
two energy estimations, using WCDA and WFCTA, agree
with each other, recalibrating the energy scale by using a
subset of data that matches the commonly triggered dataset
better than the whole set for the Moon shadow measure-
ments. Finally, we compared the energy scale with the
reconstructed energies of showers by using WFCTA, and
the uncertainty analysis of the energy scale. We draw
conclusions in Sec. V.

II. THE LHAASO WCDA AND WFCTA ARRAYS

The LHAASO Observatory is based on the so-called
“hybrid” approach for the measurement of shower char-
acteristics, consisting in the simultaneous detection of
atmospheric showers with different types of detectors.
The observatory is built around the three ponds of
water Cherenkov Detector Array (WCDA), featuring
3120 gap-less detecting units to instrument an area of
78;000 m2. Near WCDA, 18 wide field of view Cherenkov
telescopes (WFCTA) are installed. They survey the sky
above the whole array with a coverage of 4608 square
degrees [6,8]. The core of the array is surrounded by 5195
scintillation counters (ED) and 1188 muon detectors (MD),

which constitute an array covering an area of 1 km2

(KM2A) [6,8,9].
As shown in Fig. 2, the WCDA is composed of two

ponds with an area of 150 m× 150 m each and a third
larger one with an area of 300 m × 110 m. The smaller
pond in the southwest direction, named WCDA-1, has
started science operations since April 2019. It has 900
units, or cells, of 25 m2, each equipped with a large (800)
PMT used also for timing and a small (1.500) PMT at the
center of each unit at 4.4 m of depth from the water surface.
The use of two PMTs watching upwards allows us to cover
a wide dynamic range spanning from 1 to 200,000 photo-
electrons, which are generated by the Cherenkov light
produced in water by the shower charged secondary
particles. To suppress the light cross-talking effect and
improve the timing resolution, black plastic curtains delimit
the units. The front-end electronics (FEE) of the large
PMTs is designed to achieve a time resolution of 0.5 ns
enough to reconstruct the shower front conical structure.
The large dynamic range provided by the combined
operation of PMTs (see Fig. 3) enables the measurement
of the particle density distribution in the shower cores
without any saturation even for energetic showers up to
10 PeV. This allows to measure the core location with a
precision better than 3 m over a wide energy range up to
10 PeV. WCDA-1 can measure shower directions with a
resolution better than 0.2° above 10 TeV and 1.0° above
600 GeV [7]. The water transmission can be monitored by
the “muon” peak observed by each unit [7].
WFCTA is composed of 18 telescopes. In the quarter

array stage of LHAASO, six telescopes are installed and
located in the Southwest corner of WCDA-1 to achieve the

FIG. 2. The LHAASO layout. The three ponds of WCDA are
represented by the cyan rectangles at the center of the site. The 6
WFCTA telescopes, positioned near the southwest core of
WCDA-1, can be seen in the zoomed view at the bottom right.
The remaining KM2A extends over an area of about 1 km2,
instrumented with the electromagnetic detector (ED) array of
scintillation counters (small red dots) and the muon detector array
(big blue dots).
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hybrid observation with WCDA and KM2A by offline
trigger. The centers of the six telescopes are located 100 m
south and 38.5 west of the WCDA-1 center, as shown in
Fig. 2 by the zoomed view bottom right. Another 12
telescopes have been built completely before October 2020,
which are located the side of WCDA-1 and WCDA-2 as
shown in Fig. 2 by the zoomed view up right. The
telescopes have mirrors with an area of about 5 m2,
composed of aluminized spherical mirror facets. Each
telescope can be tilted in elevation from 0° to 90°. A
camera with 32 × 32 square pixels, realizing a FoV of
16° × 16°, is in the focal plane of the telescope, at 2870 mm
away from the mirror center. Each pixel is realized by a
silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) coupled to a square-surface
light-funnel of 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm, corresponding to a FoVof
0.5° × 0.5°. Each SiPM is composed by an array of
0.36 million avalanche photo diodes (APDs) with a micro-
cell size of 25 μm, covering a dynamic range from 10 to
32,000 photo-electrons [10]. In front of the photo-sensors
and light-funnels, a window is installed. The window is
coated with a wide-band filter to suppress the light above

550 nm, where the night sky background light (NSB)
dominates with respect to the Cherenkov signal [11]. This
is relevant since the photodetection sensitivity of SiPMs is
considerably larger than PMT one at these wavelengths.
The performance of SiPM is affected by the temperature
and night sky background [12]. A calibrated LED system is
installed in front of the camera to calibrate the performance
of SiPMs in real time.
Each group of 16 pixels is clustered together in a FEE

board connected with the readout system. Each pixel has a
high-gain and a low-gain channel, each equipped with a
50 MHz 12-bit flash ADC to digitize the waveform. These
two channels allow to cover the whole dynamic range of the
SiPMs. A trigger signal, T0, is generated by the high-gain
channel of each pixel and transmitted to the trigger logic
that collects the signals from all pixels. A pattern recog-
nition algorithm is used to decide whether or not a shower
has been observed. It generates a signal T1, which starts the
readout of the digital waveform from every pixel. The total
charge and the average time of the waveform are trans-
mitted to the LHAASO data center with an absolute time

FIG. 3. A typical event that triggered both WCDA-1 and WFCTA. The two panels on the left-hand side show the images recorded by
two of the WFCTA telescopes, both in vertical view, but with different orientations of 15° and 45°, respectively, from north toward west.
The two panels on the right, instead, show the maps of hits in WCDA-1 units, where the color scale indicates the number of recorded
photo-electrons (Npe). The top right panel shows the map for the 800 PMTs, which exhibit a clear saturation in the central region of the
shower. The lower right panel shows the map for the same event as recorded by the 1.500 PMTs. The corresponding lateral distributions of
Npe are shown in the lower panel in the middle column. Here, the red dots represent the 800 PMTand the blue ones the 1.500 PMTs, which
are also scaled (green dots) and overlaid on the previous one to reconstruct the profile over the full range. The upper panel in the middle
column shows the arrival time (in ns) of shower secondary particles as recorded by the WCDA-1.
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stamp. Further offline triggers, in particular the inter-
telescope trigger, and noise pixel rejection are carried
out on the CPUs of the data center. A typical common
trigger event with WCDA-1 and two telescopes is shown
in Fig. 3.

III. DETERMINATION OF THE
ENERGY SCALE OF WCDA-1

As noticed in the previous sections, the energy range
where WCDA-1 and WFCTA can observe the same
showers corresponds to the highest energy range for
WCDA-1 where the use of Nhit as energy proxy is
prevented by its saturation. Counting the number of
detector units triggered during an air shower event may
lead to a lack of dynamic range. In its place, the total
number Npe of photoelectrons from the PMTs measured in
all units can be used as a proxy for the energy. Indeed, Npe

depends on the number of shower secondary particles
hitting each unit and on their energy, thus enabling a
simple form E ¼ bNβ

pe to relate it to the energy of the
primary cosmic ray inducing the shower. Since the combi-
nation of the charge output of the two PMTs covers a wide
dynamic range in terms of photoelectrons, from 1 to
200,000, Npe may represent a robust estimator up to very
high energies [7].
The energy scale of WCDA-1 can be obtained according

to the following steps:
(1) Selecting the total number of photo-electron detected

by PMTs,Npe, andmeasuring theMoon shadow shift
westward as a function of Npe, i.e., Δ vs Npe.

(2) Calculating the Moon shadow shifts by tracing the
cosmic rays with certain composition through GMF
as a function of primary cosmic ray energy, i.e., Δ vs
energy.

(3) Investigating the composition of cosmic ray events
that trigger WCDA-1 in the relevant ranges of Npe
using the air shower and detector response simu-
lation. The composition is used as an input to
establish the adequate relation between the measured
Δ and the primary energy.

(4) Establishing the energy scale, namely Npe versus
Emedian in each group of Npe.

(5) Investigating the effect due to the shower energy
resolution and the power-law like CR spectrum to
the match between Npe and the primary energy
according to the corresponding Moon shadow shift.

A. Npe as the energy estimator for high energy showers

As previously stated, the simple form relating the
primary energy to its estimator is E ¼ bNβ

pe where
the parameters b and β, can be determined by fitting the
measured Moon shadow shifts. Here Npe is the total
number of photoelectrons measured by units with trigger
time within 30 ns from the shower conical front.

In Fig. 4 the distribution of Npe is shown for the events
with Nhit greater than 200 used in the Moon shadow
analysis. Showers reconstructed in WCDA-1 with Nhit
more than 200 have a rather good angular resolution
0.39° [7]. From Fig. 4 we can infer that above a certain
energy, corresponding to Npe > 50;000, the showers are
detected by WCDA-1 with a constant efficiency. As a
matter of fact, the distribution of Npe has a clear power law
behavior between 50,000 to 106 with a power index of
−2.6, which is the same as the spectral index of the proton
spectrum measured around 13 TeV by DAMPE [4]. This
indicates that the efficiency keeps constant in this energy
range, and Npe is a good indicator of the energy.

B. Measurement of Moon shadow shifts for
high energy showers

The dataset in this analysis was collected from
01=05=2019 to 31=01=2020. The total effective observa-
tion time of the Moon with zenith angles smaller than 45° is
731.2 hours and the total number of events is about
4.17 million with arrival direction within 5° to the normal
Moon position. To measure the deflection angle as a
function of the energy, events are grouped into six groups
according to Npe as shown in Table I. During the signifi-
cance analysis, only events with zenith angles < 45° and
Nhit > 200 are used.
For the dataset in each group, the sky map in celestial

coordinates near the moon region is divided into a grid of
0.02° × 0.02° bins and filled with detected events according
to their reconstructed arrival directions.The number of
background in each grid is estimated by the equal zenith
method [13]. The deficit significance in each grid is
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estimated by the Li & Ma formula [14]. The maximum
deficit significance around the Moon region in each Npe

group is shown in Table I, where the corresponding Moon
shadow westward shifts with respect to the normal Moon
position and uncertainties are also listed.
The six Moon shadow maps with the significance of the

deficit are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the arrival
direction in right ascension (RA) and declination (Dec). For
the Npe group with Npe > 60;000 (the last plot in Fig. 5), a
significance as high as 10.9σ can be achieved. The
significance map can be fitted by a bidimensional

Gaussian function to determine the location of the shadow
center. Its shift with respect to the normal Moon position is
0.05°� 0.03° in the Dec direction. The position of the
shadow in this direction is not in the center mainly because
of the pointing accuracy of the detector. The shifts
measured in the RA directions are quoted in Table I for
all Npe groups; in the last group (Npe > 60;000) the shift
resulted 0.01°� 0.03°.
The statistical uncertainty is the dominant contribution

given the limited statistics. The standard deviation σ
of the Gaussian function is found to be 0.33°� 0.05°,
which is the result of the combination of the size of the
Moon (angular extension 0.25°) and the angular resolution
of the detector [7]. The deficit number of events contained
in the angular region σ2DEC þ σ2RA < 2σ2 is about 63% of
the total deficit number, a value that is consistent with the
simulation. For lower energies, the shadow shifts toward
the west and its size increases as well, indicating a
worsening of the angular resolution.

C. Calculation of Moon shadow shifts by
ray-tracing in GMF

The expected Moon shadow shift westward has been
calculated by using a ray-tracing simulation which prop-
agates protons and Helium nuclei coming from the Moon

TABLE I. Moon shadow shifts in RA, the significance of the
Moon shadow, and the reconstructed median energy with its
error, for each Npe bin.

Range of Npe

Shift of the Moon
shadow (°)

Significance
(σ)

Median E
(TeV)

6,000–10,000 −0.32� 0.04 18.2 6.6þ0.9
−0.7

10,000–15,000 −0.25� 0.04 14.0 8.4þ1.6
−1.2

15,000–20,000 −0.15� 0.04 11.6 14.0þ5.1
−2.9

20,000–30,000 −0.11� 0.03 11.9 19.1þ7.2
−4.1

30,000–60,000 −0.06� 0.03 10.8 35.0þ35
−11.6

>60;000 −0.01� 0.03 10.9 >50.0
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FIG. 5. The significance map of the Moon shadow for shower events detected by WCDA-1 of the six Npe intervals. The coordinates
are centered on the Moon position. The color scale represents the statistical significance of the deficit in terms of standard deviations.
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direction through GMF. The interplanetary magnetic field,
due to the solar wind, is by far less intense and can be
neglected. The Tsyganenko-IGRF model [2] has been used
to describe the magnetic field in the Earth-Moon system.
We find that the displacement obtained applying this model
can be described by the formula (1).

Δ ¼ 1.59°=R½TV� ð1Þ

where R(TV) is the particle rigidity E(TeV)/Z. Thus the
expected shift for Helium nuclei is a factor of 2 greater than
the shift of protons of the same energy. However, for a
given energy, the shower size Ne of Helium nuclei is less
than the size of proton-induced shower. The median
energies and trigger efficiencies of protons and Helium
nuclei in a given Npe interval, have been obtained by
detailed simulations by CORSIKA v75000 [15] and detec-
tor responses. In CORSIKA v75000, the hadronic inter-
action models EPOS-LHC [16,17] and FLUKA [18] are
selected above and below 100 GeV, respectively [7].
According to the simulation, in a given Npe range, the
median energy of Helium nuclei is 1.9 times that of
protons, i.e., EHe ≈ 1.9EP. The rigidity of the Helium
nuclei with the same shower size Ne of proton is then
R ≈ 1.9EP=2, very close to the proton rigidity. This result
has been already obtained in the Moon shadow analysis
performed by ARGO-YBJ [1]. Thus, at a given selected
interval of Npe, corresponding to a shower size Ne interval,
the displacement of Helium-induced showers is practically
equal to that of showers generated by proton primaries.
Moreover, fixing a Npe interval we select a primary cosmic
ray beam with the fraction protons: Helium nuclei is 2: 1
after triggering assuming the same flux for both compo-
nents as measured by the CREAM [3] and DAMPE [4,5]
experiments in this energy range. So the amount of the shift
can be described by

Δ ¼ 2.1=E½TeV� ð2Þ

where E is the median energy of the cosmic beam selected
by fixing Npe. This relation is shown in Fig. 6 where the
deflection angles of proton and Helium nuclei pure beams
are also reported for comparison. By using formula (2), the
median energy of each Npe selected interval reported in
Table I can be obtained, which are shown in Fig. 6 by the
squares with their statistic errors. Therefore, the energy
scale can be fixed in theNpe range 6,000 – 60,000 as shown
in Fig. 7. The sixth Npe interval is discarded in Fig. 7 due to
its large statistic error. In the energy range from 6.6 TeV to
35.0 TeV Npe can be used as energy proxy according to the

relation E½GeV� ¼ bNβ
pe, β ¼ 0.95þ0.18

−0.17 and b ¼ 1.33þ5.29
−1.08 .

D. Uncertainties on energy scale

The uncertainty of the energy scale is mainly due to
statistics, which determines the uncertainty on the meas-
urement of Moon shadow shifts. The uncertainty on the
position of the Moon shadow propagates to the energy scale
being dΔ=Δ ¼ dE=E. From Table I it can be seen that the
average position of the shadow has an error of 0.04° in the
lower energy bins, to become 0.03° at higher energies.
These errors result in a rather large uncertainty in the
energy scale reflected by the error bars reported in Fig. 7,
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FIG. 6. The westward shift of the Moon shadow as a function of
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dashed line) and pure Helium nuclei (black dashed line) accord-
ing to the ray-tracing simulations. The pink solid line indicates
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with their statistical errors and the corresponding median energies
obtained by formula (2). The uncertainty in the composition is
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i.e., from 12% at 6.6 TeV to 50% at 35 TeV. These
uncertainties are expected to drop to 3% and 12%,
respectively, after four years of operations of the full
WCDA detector.
Three systematic uncertainties may affect this analysis,

one of them is the uncertainty on the ratio of protons to
Helium nuclei, which is found about 3% with the ratio
changing 10% over the energy range from 5 to 50 TeV
according to the simulation. Another one is caused by the
energy and angular resolution of the detector, about 4%. In
addition, the uncertainties due to the choice of the hadronic
interaction models such as EPOS-LHC [17] and QGSJET-
II04 [19] are less than 2% according to the simulations.

IV. DETERMINATION OF THE ENERGY SCALE
OF WFCTA

Using the GMF as a magnetic spectrometer, the absolute
energy scale of WCDA-1 for the observation of protons and
Helium nuclei has been calibrated. The calibration covers
the energy range from 6 TeV to 35 TeV. This method,
however, cannot be directly applied to calibrate the
Cherenkov telescopes. To detect the faint Cherenkov light,
WFCTA telescopes have to be operated on dark nights or at
most with partial moonlight, thus avoiding having the
Moon in the FoV and making it impossible to measure
Moon shadow shifts for determining the energy scale.
Fortunately, WFCTA is installed next to WCDA, so

hybrid observation is achieved. The energy scale of
WCDA-1 obtained with the Moon shadow shifts can be
used to provide a reference for the energy calibration of
WFCTA. Using a set of commonly triggered events, the
WCDA-1 energy scale can be compared with the energy
reconstructed by WFCTA.
Due to the different energy thresholds, to the extension

of the calibrated energy range and to the calibration
uncertainties increasing with energy, this correlation is
expected to be effective in a limited energy range
around 20 TeV.

A. Commonly triggered data

Before 31=01=2020, there are about 2 months (Dec.2019
and Jan. 2020) for the WCDA-1 and WFCTA common
operation. In the analysis, 10 nights in Jan. 2020 with
moonless and very excellent weather conditions are selected.
The WFCTA telescopes are pointed at 30° in zenith

direction, which results in a zenith angle coverage from 22°
to 38°, taking into account the 16° FoV of the telescopes.
Fig. 8 (lower) shows the distribution of zenith angles of
commonly triggered events with the center of gravity of the
Cherenkov images within 5° from the camera center.
Figure 8 (upper) shows the distributions of Npe for events
with zenith angle 22° < θz < 38° (by the blue solid line)
and for the commonly triggered events (by the red dashed

line) with at least 2 triggered pixels and 50 pe single
threshold of WFCTA.
Looking at the distributions in Fig. 8, it can be seen that

WCFTA triggers 100% of WCDA-1 events only for Npe
above 60,000, and that the efficiency drops below 75% for
Npe below 20,000. This is due to the fact that the trigger
efficiency of WCFTA telescopes decreases with increasing
distance from the shower core and also for decreasing
energy. On the contrary, the Moon shadow shift is better
reconstructed for lower energies (Npe < 60;000).
Therefore, the common dataset has been selected choos-

ing the best compromise using the following criteria:
Nhit > 200, 20;000 < Npe < 60;000 and 22° < θz < 38°.
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B. Energy reconstruction of WFCTA

The density of Cherenkov photons produced during the
shower development is proportional to the primary particle
energy. Therefore a good estimator of the energy for
WFCTA data is the sum of the number of photoelectrons
in the camera image,

P
, once corrected for geometric

effects. The quantity
P

is usually called the size of the
image, in the traditional shower energy reconstruction
scheme [20,21] for Cherenkov telescopes. The correction
on

P
includes its dependence on the viewing angle a, the

space angle between the shower direction and the main axis
of the telescope, and the perpendicular distance, Rp, from
the shower axis to the telescope in shower-detector-plane.
The Rp correction takes into account the fact that photon
density decreases with increasing distance from the shower
core. The viewing angle a correction is due to the
weakening of the shower image on the camera for off-axis
showers. This is a combination of the shadow of the
container in which the telescope is installed and the reduced
effective area of the mirror for off-axis showers. The
correction has been calculated with a detailed simulation
of the WFCTA telescopes response [22] normalizing the
measured

P
to Rp ¼ 0 and a ¼ 0. The shower energy can

be estimated from the corrected
P

.
The relationship between

P
and the primary energy of

cosmic rays can be obtained by simulations of air showers
and WFCTA telescope response. In the simulation, the
primary flux of protons and Helium nuclei is assumed to be
1∶1. Under the assumption, the energy resolution is 20%
for showers with energies below 100 TeV, and 15% above
100 TeV with a systematic shift less than 5% [22].
The shower core should be located well inside WCDA-1

to obtain good the energy resolution. So in addition to the
previous selection criteria used to determine a common
dataset, a constraint concerning a shower core location well
inside WCDA-1 has been added by requiring jxcorej <
55 m and jycorej < 55 m, where xcore and ycore are the
distance of the shower core from the center of WCDA-1. In
addition, for good detection and to reduce the correction of
Σ for variation in Rp and a, the WFCTA events are required
to be not too far, i.e., Rp < 100 m, to have at least 2
triggered pixels with 82 pe offline threshold cut, and to
have the center of gravity of the images within 5° from the
camera center. The distribution of energies, EWFCTA recon-
structed by

P
for the sample selected with these cuts is

shown in Fig. 9. The median value (21.9� 0.1 TeV) of the
distribution is shown by the vertical red solid line.

C. Energy scale propagation fromWCDA-1 toWFCTA

The WCDA-derived energies for commonly triggered
events with the same cuts can be reconstructed
by the formula E½GeV� ¼ 1.33N0.95

pe , and are shown in
Fig. 9 by the black dashed line. The median value
(23.4� 0.1� 1.3 TeV) of the distribution is shown by

the vertical black dashed line. Here, 0.1 TeV is the
statistical uncertainty, while 1.3 TeV is the systematic
uncertainty caused by the errors on the b and β parameters
in the absolute energy scale formula. Comparing the two
median energies derived from WFCTA and WCDA-1, they
are consistent with each other considering the uncertainties.
So far, we have managed to calibrate the energy scale of
WFCTA by the commonly dataset.

D. Validation of energy scale using Moon shadow shift

The events used to determine the WCDA-1 energy scale
in Sec. IV, come from a region defined by the zenith angle
θz interval, 10° to 45°. The event distribution as a function
of the zenith angles accepted in the WCDA-1 Moon
shadow analysis is reported in Fig. 10(upper). The shaded
areas represent the zenith angle portion not accessible to
WFCTA. To test the energy scale of the commonly
triggered events, the commonly triggered events are rean-
alyzed to calculate the Moon shadows.
A new significance map of the Moon shadow with

these selection criteria is obtained, shown in Fig. 10
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FIG. 9. Distribution of reconstructed energies for the com-
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distribution reconstructed by WCDA-1 using the estimator
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the median energy (23.4� 0.1� 1.3 TeV) of the distribution.
The continuous red solid line shows the distribution of the
energies reconstructed by the WFCTA telescopes. The vertical
red solid line indicates the median energy (21.9� 0.1 TeV) of
the distribution. The median energies 21.0þ9.0

−4.8 TeV and
16.2þ10.1

−4.5 TeV obtained from the Moon shadow data are shown
by a red square and a blue dot, respectively. The first energy is
related to the selection Nhit > 200, 20;000 < Npe < 60;000,
22° < θz < 38°, the second one by requiring in addition the
shower core falling inside WCDA-1.
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(lower). The value obtained for the shift in this case is
Δ ¼ ð0.10� 0.03Þ°, which translates to an energy
21.0þ9.0

−4.8 TeV, using the formula Δ ¼ 2.1=E½TeV� as
before. The quoted uncertainty of about 30% is purely
statistical. Considering the uncertainty, the energy is con-
sistent with the energy scale of the commonly data.
In order to evaluate the bias introduced by the require-

ment to have the shower core well inside WCDA, the
energy has been estimated by the Moon dataset adding the
conditions jxcorej < 55 m and jycorej < 55 m to the pre-
vious ones, i.e., Nhit > 200, 20;000 < Npe < 60;000 and
22° < θz < 38°. The resulting deflection angle is
Δ ¼ ð0.13� 0.05Þ°, which translates into an energy of
16.2þ10.1

−4.5 TeV, according to the formula Δ ¼ 2.1=EðTeVÞ,
with a relative uncertainty of about 38%. This is shown in
Fig. 9 by a blue dot with its error. The change of the energy

scale introduced by the further requirement of having the
shower core well within WCDA-1 is about 30%.
In few years LHAASO will accumulate huge statistics

allowing a substantial reduction of the uncertainty on the
energy scale.
To extrapolate the WFCTA energy scale as determined in

the overlapping region with WCDA-1, the correspondence
between the energy estimator of WFCTA and the primary
energy has been checked using simulations of WFCTA
telescopes. Figure 11 shows the distribution of EWFCTA
reconstructed byWFCTA as a function of the input primary
energy E0, spanning a range from 30 TeV to 300 TeV. In
addition, the energy scale determined from the Moon
shadow shift measured by WCDA-1 is reported by a black
square together with the error bar at 21.0þ9.0

−4.8 TeV. For
showers with greater energy the energy reconstruction
totally relies on the simulation of air showers and detector
response of WFCTA.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have shown how the shift of the Moon
shadow cast by cosmic rays, due to the geomagnetic field,
can be used to establish the energy scale of the WCDA-1
detector in the range from 6 TeV to 35 TeV, using the
estimator E½GeV� ¼ 1.33 · N0.95

pe , based on the total number
of photoelectrons Npe measured in the pond. The uncer-
tainty of the energy scale varies from 12% at 6.6 TeV to
50% at 35 TeV and is dominated by statistical errors. The
systematic error coming from the assumption concerning
the ratio protons and Helium nuclei as determined by space
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born experiments [3] has been shown to be about 3%.
The combination of the energy and angular resolution of
WCDA-1 introduces extra 4% uncertainty in matching
the median energy with the median deflecting angle.
The systematic uncertainty related to the use of different
hadronic interaction models is found less than 2%.
Given the impossibility to measure the Moon shadow

shift directly with WFCTA, a set of events commonly
triggered with WCDA-1 has been used to correlate the
energy scale of WCDA-1 to the measurement using
WFCTA telescopes. The two types of detector have
different energy thresholds, and this overlap occurs in a
limited energy range of WCDA-1, where the Moon
shadow shift method results in a rather large uncertainty
of about 30% on the “common” energy scale. As a matter
of fact, this uncertainty is largely dominated by the low
statistics of events. The propagation of the energy scale
measured by WCDA-1 to WFCTA is established
through a set of commonly triggered events by both
WFCTA telescopes and WCDA-1 with the selection
criteria Nhit > 200, 20;000 < Npe < 60;000, 22° < θz <
38° and jxcorej < 55 m and jycorej < 55 m. With these
selection criteria, the median energy reconstructed by
WFCTA is found to be 21.9� 0.1 TeV, while the
median energy derived from E½GeV� ¼ 1.33 · N0.95

pe is
23.4� 0.1� 1.3 TeV, the two median energies are con-
sist with each other within uncertainties. In addition, the

propagation of the energy scale is also validated by the
Moon shadow based on the same data selection criteria of
the commonly triggered events. This is the first report of
an observational measurement of the absolute energy
scale of the primary cosmic rays generating showers
observed by air Cherenkov telescopes.
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